SPOTTING
EXTRACTORS
OPTIONS MAKE THINGS EASY
The 3 gal capacity insures plenty of water to clean several pieces of
upholstery, multiple spots or an entire staircase! These machines work
wonders when used with the Water Claw Spot Lifter to deal with all kinds
of stain and odor jobs! Like our other Nautilus and Olympus portables,
you will find features that make it easy to transport, easy to use and easy
to repair should the need arise. A fresh water drain makes it easy to empty
when the job is done. 4” ball bearing wheels and a pull out handle let you
transport the unit by pulling it like a suitcase! Nautilus models include

Hose & Hand Tool
Sold Separately

Nautilus
MA74 | MA74H | MA75
ITEM #

Olympus
MA72 | MA72H

front casters as well.

OLYMPUS SPOTTING EXTRACTORS

Olympus MA72

Olympus Spotting Extractor, 55 PSI, 5.7” 2 stage vac, up to 81” of lift

Olympus MA72H

Olympus Spotting Extractor, 55 PSI, 5.7” 2 stage vac, up to 81” of lift, 600 W heater

ITEM #

Nautilus MA74

NAUTILUS SPOTTING EXTRACTORS

Nautilus Spotting Extractor, 120 PSI, 5.7” 2 stage vac, up to 81” of lift

Nautilus MA74H Nautilus Spotting Extractor, 120 PSI, 5.7” 2 stage vac, up to 117” of lift, 600 W heater
Nautilus MA75

Nautilus Extreme Spotting Extractor, 120 PSI, 8.4” 2 stage vac, up to 146” of lift

Get more lift with the Nautilus Extreme Spotting Extractor!
No need to set-up your truckmount or carry a large extractor for spot removal calls. The Nautilus
Extreme Spotting Extractor has the power of a full-sized portable in a spotter sized body!
Fantastic for spot removal, stairs, small touch-ups and upholstery cleaning.

• 120 PSI Pump

• 8.4” 2 Stage Vac

• Up to 146” of Lift
MA75

Hose & Hand Tool for Spotting Extractors
The innovative 4” stainless steel hand tool features wings to
prevent over-spray and includes a brass jet. It also utilizes a 7’
long 1¼” vacuum hose along side a 7’ long high temperature
solution hose with quick connects.

Upholstery
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